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Focal hand dystonia may be task-specific as is the case with writer’s cramp (WC). In early stages, the task-specificity can be so specific that it may be mistaken for a psychogenic movement disorder.

Methods—We describe four patients who showed extreme task specificity in WC. They initially only had problems writing either a single letter or number. Although they were largely thought to be psychogenic, they progressed to typical WC.

Conclusions—Early recognition of this condition may provide an opportunity for early initiation of treatment.
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Introduction
Dystonias are characterized by excessive involuntary contractions of muscles leading to abnormal posturing. Dystonias that affect discrete body parts, such as focal hand dystonia (FHD) may be task-specific. Typically FHD occurs in individuals who repeatedly perform very precise tasks for prolonged periods of time usually under stressful conditions. As a result, musicians, typists, dart throwers, billiard players and others can be affected with life-altering dysfunctions. Animal models have shown the importance of repetitive activities in the development of WC (1). Hereditary factors are also important (2).

Task specificity in FHD is poorly understood. All other aspects of hand function are usually unaffected and the neurological examination is normal. Since the initial recorded description of task specificity in FHD by Sir Charles Bell (3) and the description of WC by Gowers (4) in the 1800s, this specificity has puzzled clinicians. The unusual task-specificity led to it being classified as a psychogenic movement disorder until the 1980s when it was recognized together with other dystonias as an organic entity (5). Here, we describe four patients who had “extreme task specificity” as an early manifestation of WC. Three of the four initially were thought to have a psychogenic movement disorder.

Patient #1
A 55-year-old right-handed Caucasian male presented with a one-year history of difficulty signing his name. He signed his name 200 to 1000 times per day for the past several years under stressful conditions where deadlines had to be met and employees and bills had to be paid. His initial symptom was difficulty with initiating his signature, which starts with the letter “J” (see video 1). Only in the context of signing his name was this difficult. Initially, when he printed or wrote this letter in other contexts, there were no problems. Later, he began to have trouble with the letter “J” even in other contexts, and a diagnosis of WC was more obvious.

On examination, he used excessive pressure while writing and had mirror movements with his right hand when he wrote with the left; his neurological examination was otherwise normal. Using a stamp to sign his name has been very helpful.

Patient #2
A 49-year-old left-handed Caucasian male presented with a three year history of progressive difficulty writing the number “7.” He only had trouble making the vertical line down. This progressed to involve the number “9,” and the letter “C,” in the same manner. He felt a cramping sensation in the forearm while making these vertical lines. Writing the number “1”
was not a problem. He later had difficulty with all aspects of writing (see video 2). He was a mechanic for over 20 years. Three years ago, he started carving birds for 2 hours daily. His free time was spent carving, which required him to make very precise short vertical movements with his hands using the right index finger and thumb to stabilize the carving tool. He had to be gentle yet forceful when making these repetitive movements, of the arm, hand, wrist, and finger. Ultimately, he had difficulty carving.

His neurological examination showed mirror movements in his left hand while writing with his right hand. He held the pen in an awkward position with fingers and wrists flexed (see video 2). He stretched his hands frequently while writing.

He tried medicines without benefit including primidone, gabapentin, propranolol or carbidopa/levodopa. His was told by physicians, neurologists and psychiatrists that the ailment was psychological. About 2 years after the onset of symptoms he was diagnosed with WC. Currently, using a thick pen helps alleviate the cramping sensation and carving remains a problem.

Patient #3

A 52-year-old right-handed Caucasian woman presented with a 10 year history of trouble writing the letters “m” and “n”. She was an accounting executive and her job required a great deal of writing with lots of stress and frequent deadlines. She worked 70 to 80 hours weekly. The writing later affected all letters and numbers and she had difficulty writing even short thank-you notes and frequently broke pens because of the amount of pressure she exerted. She never had difficulty writing on a black board. Her ability to play the piano was unaffected. She had normal electrodiagnostic studies and MRI of the brain and cervical spine. She saw many physicians and her symptoms were considered a manifestation of underlying emotional stress, so she stopped working.

Her neurological examination was normal. With writing, her thumb, fingers and wrist flexed and she felt a cramping sensation in her forearm (see video 3). She used excessive pressure when writing. With continued writing, the pen fell out of her hand. She had mirror movements with her right hand as she wrote with her left.

Patient #4

A 52-year-old right-handed Caucasian man presented with an eight year history of trouble writing. He was an accountant and cartographer for the National Guard. He participated in daily drills where he had to make a dot on a map and circle the dot and then write a couple of words where bombing practice was to occur. Although these were just practice drills, they were very tense situations. He started having difficulty making the dot. He would try to make a dot but could not place the pen on the map. His superiors told him the problem was stress-related. He soon developed difficulty writing words. He then sought the help of physicians, psychiatrists, and orthopedic surgeons without any answers. He was also a banjo player and subsequently noticed that his fingers would curl while playing. He was diagnosed with FHD about 11 years after onset.

The patient’s neurological examination was notable for awkward posturing with hyper-extension at the wrist joint and fingers causing frequent change in his grip while writing (see video 4). With playing the banjo, his fingers curled and he was unable to extend them (see video 4). He had mirror movements with the right hand while he wrote with the left hand.

For several years, BTX helped but this later became ineffective. He has stopped playing the banjo and began typing.
Discussion

Although task specificity in focal dystonias is a well-known phenomenon, the nature of this specificity is not well understood. Because of the curious nature of task specificity, patients are sometimes thought to have a psychogenic problem, leading to significant frustration until a diagnosis is established. Only one of the four patients was diagnosed in a relatively short period of time. The other three went from one physician to the next until a diagnosis was established. In one case, it took more than 10 years. Early recognition can be life-altering (6), may decrease frustration in an already disheartened individual, and may allow the patient to function with appropriate treatment.

Some clinicians may argue that patient 1 may have writer’s block which might be a psychological phenomenon, but WC seems more likely. Pressured writing and history of repetitive movement are seen in patients with WC. The development of dystonia in the right hand when he was asked to write with the left hand represents a phenomenon called “mirror dystonia” which is frequently seen patients with WC. Jedynak et al reported that it was seen in 44% of the 65 patients they studied with WC (15). This patient represents a good example of how WC diagnosis can be confusing even for experts in the earliest stage of the disease.

In the etiology of FHD and WC, performing a very precise repetitive task for prolonged periods of time is a frequent trigger. Epidemiological studies in musicians who are required to perform very precise repetitive movements for prolonged periods of time under stressful conditions (7) have supported this notion. The importance of performing repetitive activity in patients with WC was recognized even in the earliest description of the disease in the late 1800s (4). All four of our patients performed repetitive activities for long periods of time. For patient 2, daily carving and mechanical activities may have triggered the FHD. None our patients had affected family members.

Unusual task specificity can be seen in other focal dystonias and can be considered bizarre leading to a psychogenic diagnosis. Perhaps it was this bizarre exceptional specificity, which led to the descriptive term, “professional neuroses,” which was later confused as a psychological phenomenon (8). Unusual task specificity can be seen in many focal dystonias (9, 10, 11, 12). With embouchure dystonia, trumpet players may begin with dystonia with certain range of notes, which later generalizes to all notes (13). The underlying mechanism leading to loss of specificity over time is not clear. Loss of surround inhibition in patients with FHD may lead to abnormal plasticity of other parts of the brain over time (14).

It is important for physicians and especially neurologists and psychiatrists to be wary of the fact that WC can start as a very task-specific problem involving only a single letter or number in patients performing repetitive writing or fine motor tasks during stressful situations. Early recognition can help allay frustration for patients and provide some explanation to an already disheartened individual.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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